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Managing Concatenated
System Libraries
(and Members)

By  L i o n e l  D y c k

How many times have you updated a member of your system
PARMLIB or other concatenated system library only to find
that your update was not used? You had updated a member in
a lower library that was inactive because the active member is
in a higher library.This article presents an ISPF application that,
when used, will prevent this from ever happening again.

HOW
many times have you updated
a member of your system

PARMLIB or other concatenated system
library only to find that your update was not
used? You had updated a member in a lower
library that was inactive because the active
member is in a higher library. This article
presents an ISPF application that, when used,
will prevent this from ever happening again.

OVERVIEW

Ever since systems programmers have been
able to concatenate multiple libraries to a single
DD (data definition statement), such as the
system PROCLIBs, there has been the poten-
tial for an update to be made to a member
other than the active member (this probably
only happens to those who do not read this
magazine). Since OS/390 version 1 release 3,
IBM has supported multiple libraries for
SYS1.PARMLIB. This feature presents another
opportunity to make an update to an inactive
member, except that this error could result in
an IPL to pick up the changed member.

An application called the System Library
Manager, or SLM, which has been released
under the GPL license, is now available, and it
can solve this challenge. An important piece
of information is that it is available with com-
plete source for the ISPF Panels, ISPF
Messages, REXX execs, and two assembler
modules from http://www.lbdsoftware.com. A
user and installation guide is provided with

the package, distributed in TSO Transmit for-
mat within a ZIP file containing the elements
to be used on your OS/390 or z/OS system.

A LITTLE HISTORY

At a SHARE conference several years ago
a couple of friends asked me if there was an
application available to manage multiple
libraries defined to the system PARMLIB. I
wasn’t aware of any, so the next topic of con-
versation was about writing one, and thus, the
System Parmlib Manager was born. One piece
of the puzzle that needed to be solved was
how to dynamically determine what libraries
were included in the system PARMLIB, and
that was solved thanks to Bob Shannon and
Carl Youngren and their ever popular Bit
Bucket session that Friday at SHARE, where
they presented information on the IBM API
for listing the defined system PARMLIB
libraries. The System Parmlib Manager was a
part-time project and has evolved to the point
where it could manage any set of concatenat-
ed datasets. It was then renamed to the System
Library Manager, or SLM.

INSTALLATION

After the distribution files are installed into
appropriate libraries on your OS/390 or z/OS
system, you only need to customize the appli-
cation for your environment. All customizations
are made in the SLMCUST REXX Exec. Some

of the things you can customize are (1) the char-
acter used when copying the member being
edited into a new staging, or working, member,
(2) the naming convention of the SLM parti-
tioned dataset to be used for each user, and (3)
the member backup methodology to be used
when the staging member is renamed or moved
and replaces a member of the same new name.
The various backup methodologies supported
include changing the last two characters to 99,
swapping the last two characters of the member
name, or maintaining multiple backup members
using one of several other schemes (see the
guide for more details on this).

THE PHILOSOPHY

The philosophy behind the System Library
Manager is that all changes will be made in a
staging library that is the top library in the
library concatenation. Once the change has
been validated, the updated member will be
moved to the next lower level library for normal
usage. Any library below these two will contain
the un-modified vendor-supplied members that
can be used when no installation customizations
are required. If the members are changed, then
the changes will be in the installation libraries,
leaving the vendor libraries for reference.

SLM implements a process designed to sim-
plify the management of text members within
concatenated libraries such as the system
PARMLIB and system PROCLIB libraries.
The goal is to prevent an update to an inactive
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member from ever occurring. An inactive mem-
ber is any member of a concatenated library for
which a member with the same name resides in
a library higher in the concatenation. An update
to an inactive member is bad for the simple rea-
son that it will never be used through the con-
catenation, since the first member found is the
one used. For this process to work and thus be
protected from the mistake of updating an inac-
tive member, all updates to the managed libraries
must be performed using the SLM application.

PREVENTING THE PROBLEM

SLM prevents the accidental updating of an
inactive member in a managed library con-
catenation by presenting the user with a list of
only the active members by default and by
only allowing the active member to be updated
using ISPF Edit. SLM does provide an alternate
display listing all members of all the concate-
nated libraries along with a display listing
only members duplicated in the concatenation.

When SLM is started, the defined library
concatenations are listed for selection. The
first time this will include only the system
PARMLIB concatenation. FIGURE 1 illustrates
the startup of SLM. Other library concatena-
tions can be manually defined using the insert
command (as permanent additions to the list)
or existing allocations to the active TSO/ISPF
session can be defined using the ADD ddname
command (these will be temporary additions
for the life of the SLM session). If you are a
JES2 shop (95%+ of you are), and you are not
using any dynamic PROCLIBs, then you can
issue the ADD JES2 command to dynamically
add the currently defined JES2 PROCLI B
definitions along with the PROCLIBs defined
in the Master JCL as temporary additions for
the life of the SLM session.

After the desired library definitions are
complete, then simply select the row with that
library definition for processing. Immediately
after selection, a list of the individual libraries
will be presented. On this display the user can
define the library to which edited members are
saved. This save-to library, typically the first
library in the concatenation, will be where a
working, or staging, copy of the member is
created and edited. If no save-to library is
defined, then the working copy of the member
will be created in the same library where the
selected member resides. FIGURE 2 (on page 32)
illustrates the list of libraries (datasets) included
in the PARMLIB library.

Proceeding from the library list display, the
next display is the display of Active members.

FIGURE 3 (on page 32) illustrates the member
display for the PARMLIB library. This list is
generated by reading all the libraries in the
concatenation and recording only the first
occurrence of each member name. This display
includes the library concatenation number
(1 being the top) along with some useful ISPF
statistics such as size, creation, update date
and time, and the userid of the person who
performed the last update.

Available commands on the member display
are Active, All, Duplicate, and Filter, which
can be used to provide alternate displays of the
members in the libraries. Active is the default
display while All will display all members in
all libraries. Duplicate will display only those

members that are duplicated. Filter can be used
in conjunction with these other commands to
limit the members displayed to a user specified
prefix (for example, IEASYS*).

When a member is selected to be updated
using ISPF Edit, the member is copied to the
staging library and renamed by changing the last
character to the defined staging suffix character
(default is a $). For example, if updating mem-
ber IEASYS00, the staging member would be
IEASYS0$. If member IEASYS00 were to be
selected for Edit when a staging member exists,
an error message will be displayed and the Edit
prevented. Once the staging member has been
updated and reviewed, it can be renamed to
IEASYS00 while in the staging library and
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— — — — — — — —  System Library Management Library List  1.04  — — — Row 1 of 2
Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

Commands: Add  Insert  Cancel  Report
or S Select D Delete I Insert R Repeat or overtype to change

Sel  Lib-Name      Description

_    PARMLIB       System Parmlibs - dynamically determined on RSYS___________
_    TESTPARM      SLM Test Parmlib Libraries_________________________________
******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

FIGURE 1: SLM STARTUP

— — — — — — — — —  ACTIVE    PARMLIB  Local Datasets  1.04   — — — Row 1 of 437
Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

Filter:
Commands   : Active All Browse Dup Edit Filter Locate New Refresh Report Sort
Line Options: B Browse C Compare D Delete E Edit M Move R Rename V View

S Name     Lib VV MM Created Changed Size Init Mod ID
_ $$$COIBM 4  14 00 02/02/06 02/02/06 15:43 0 0 0 SCLM
_ ADYSET00 2   01 00 96/12/18 02/11/21 10:10 15 15 0 SYSLBD
_ ADYSET01 4
_ ADYSET02 4
_ ALLOC00 2  01 00 94/12/01 94/12/01 17:35 143 143 0 SYSSJW1
_ ANTXIN00 4
_ APPCPMA1 2   01 00 02/03/28 02/03/28 15:54 8 8 0 SYSMXB
_ APPCPMA2 2   01 01 02/03/28 02/03/28 15:54 8 8 0 SYSMXB
_ APPCPMA3 2   01 00 02/03/29 02/03/29 10:24 8 8 0 SYSMXB
_ APPCPMDL 2   01 01 98/01/17 98/01/17 13:50 2 2 0 SYSSAWA
_ APPCPMD1 2   01 00 02/03/28 02/03/28 15:55 6 6 0 SYSMXB
_ APPCPMD2 2   01 01 02/03/28 02/03/28 15:55 6 6 0 SYSMXB

FIGURE 3: ACTIVE MEMBER DISPLAY

— — — — — — — — — — —    PARMLIB Dataset Options 1.04     — — — — — Row 1 of 4
Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

Select the library to save into or leave default to individual library
Line commands: S Select for Save-To, B Browse, or U to UnSelect the Save-To

Sel   #  Library                                  Vol Status
_     1  SYS1.ZOS.PARMLIB                              Save-To Library
_     2  SYS1.PARMLIB
_     3  SYS1.TEST.PARMLIB
_     4  SYS1.IBM.PARMLIB
************************* Press PF3 (End) to Continue ************************

FIGURE 2: PARMLIB LIBRARY DISPLAY
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would become eligible for use during the next
IPL. If a member by that name already existed
in the staging library, then the original member
would be renamed following the installation-
defined backup methodology before the staging
member was finally renamed. This provides a
built-in backup methodology and the ability to
easily recover the original member if necessary.

Before placing an updated member into pro-
duction, it is strongly recommended that the
updated member be compared to the current
production member. This can be accomplished
using the ISPF Edit Compare command, but
that requires the user to know the fully quali-
fied name of the library where the production
member resides. SLM provides a Compare
selection option that provides a prompt for the
library and member to compare and invokes
the ISPF SuperC program for the comparison.
FIGURE 4 illustrates the Compare ISPF prompt.

Once the staging member has been renamed
and validated, it can be moved from the staging
library to the next lower level library so that
the staging library can be used to store only
members actively being updated or validated.
When the member is moved from the staging
library, any member of the same name in the
target library will be backed up using the
installation-defined backup methodology.

Calling SLM with the NOSYS parameter
enables SLM to be used by non-systems pro-
grammers by providing the same interface
with the exception that the option to work with
the current set of system PARMLIB libraries
is not enabled.

To simplify the management of library con-
catenations currently allocated to the active
ISPF session, the ADD command is available.
The ADD command will dynamically add the
specified ddname to the list of available library
concatenations for management. For example,
ADD SYSEXEC will add the SYSEXEC
library to the list of libraries shown in FIGURE 1.

CONCLUSION

The use of the System Library Manager, or
SLM, will require a change in the installation’s
process of updating the selected system
libraries, but the result of this process change is
a less error-prone process. SLM has been
developed with input from several SHARE
members and is an evolving application that
depends on feedback from those using it –
something the author is very open to receiving.

Copies of this tool can be found at the
author’s web site, http://www.lbdsoftware.com,
on the CBT Tape site (http://www.cbttape.org),

or on the NaSPA site at http://www.naspa.com/
filexxx.zip. Be aware that this application is a
work-in-progress and as new requirements are
raised, they are implemented to continually
improve the usability of the application. The
author’s web site allows you to track changes
to the site so that you can be made aware of
updates to this, and other tools, as the web site
is updated.

Comments and suggestions may be directed
to the author at his e-mail address of
lionel.b.dyck@kp.org.  

NaSPA member Lionel B. Dyck is a lead MVS sys-
tems programmer for a large HMO in California.
He has been in systems programming since 1972
and has written numerous ISPF dialogs over the
years. His current project is evaluating Linux on
the S/390 and zSeries platform. Lionel is an active
member of NaSPA and SHARE. He can be con-
tacted via e-mail at Lionel.B.Dyck@kp.org.
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— — — — — — — — — — —   PARMLIB  Compare Dataset  1.04  — — — — — Row 1 of 4
Command ===>

Compare member :  ADYSET00 in dataset: SYS1.PARMLIB
to Dataset :  ‘SYS1.IBM.PARMLIB’_____________________________
to Member :  ADYSET00 if blank will use Compare Member name
to Volume :  ______  optional
Sequence Numbers:  No    Yes or No

Enter the dataset name and optional volume serial, or select the dataset
from the list below. Then press enter to Compare or PF3 to cancel.

Sel #Dsname                                          #Volume

_    ‘SYS1.ZOS.PARMLIB’
_    ‘SYS1.PARMLIB’
_    ‘SYS1.TEST.PARMLIB’
_    ‘SYS1.IBM.PARMLIB’
***************************** End of Member List *****************************

FIGURE 4: MEMBER COMPARE
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